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Anticipation

WEAK SIGNALS FOR STRATEGIC CTI & CYBER DECEPTION
Russian speaking actors' evolution

In May, #Wizard Spider, the group operating #Conti officially

announced the end of its operations. The group has been

facing troubles following the declaration of their official

support to Moscow which led to internal problems. Leaks have

weakened the group such as the release of the source code of

the ransomware. As other groups have done in the past

(#Carbon Spider for example with #Darkside, #Darkmatter,

#Blackmatter, #BlackCat), it is likely for #Conti to rebrand.

Ransomware actors have been off to a running start in 2022

with more activity recorded than ever before. #Conti being one

of the major RaaS (Ransomware as a Service) out there takes

second place only behind #LockBit which has been the most

prolific ransomware group responsible for 35% of attacks in

the first quarter of 2022. They mainly use double extorsion in

order to put additional pressure onto the victim which has

proven to be successful tactic. Recently they have been

particularly active with their operations by adding new victims

to the list of hit entities on their website.

This month we observed a new variant of #Chaos ransomware

dubbed #Yashma. This is the most recent version of this

ransomware known for its flexible customization. Another

variant of the #Chaos RaaS has officially announced their

support to Moscow.

The #Conti's rebrand is not confirmed even if they have put an

end to their activities. #Conti is a cybercriminal group at the

center of a network of subgroups, so even if the main group is

affected, it can use these subgroups to rebuild itself.

Since last summer, the #Chaos ransomware has become a

#RaaS that has been able to spread within the #eCrime

ecosystem. Various operators have been able to use and

customize it to conduct their own attacks.

Contrary to #Conti, #Lockbit has declared that they are to

remain neutral regarding the war in #Ukraine. There have

been however indicators that the group has been in contact

with other ransomware groups- especially Conti as seen in

leaked conversations. This was also confirmed on #Lockbit’s

side when a member admitted on an underground forum in

April that they have discussed a collaboration. Following an

FBI Flash security advisory on IOCs regarding #LockBit 2.0

there have been posts on a Dark Web forum evoking bugs

found by users in the 2.0 version as well as a recovery method

for the victims exploiting its weak points. The forum entry was

followed by a response from the ransomware group stating

that those bugs won't exist in the new and updated version of

#LockBit.

Conti may use preexisting subsidiaries

like #BlackBasta, #Karakurt, #Blackbyte or new subdivisions to

rebrand. This change is also due to the decrease of income the group

receives. Indeed, the group has not received any more payment

since their bias for Moscow as well as the ransomware payload being

more detected than before the leaks. In order not to attract

attention and save time, #Conti would therefore have attacked

government entities in #Costa Rica to make noise and show that the

group was still in top form.

Following the significant changes happening within the #Conti group

structure, it is not unlikely to observe some shifting take place in

other RaaS families such as the leader #LockBit. Its infrastructure

has proven to be considerably agile and able to adapt and improve in

response to outside attacks. Since it began operating in 2019

#LockBit has implemented numerous improvements and

countermeasures to protect its assets. Recently there have been

numerous signs indicating a new version being released following

posts on Dark Web forums as well as communications from vx-

underground who mention several times a new version 3.0 that

could go under the title #LockBit Black.

With a variant of the #Chaos ransomware having taken a pro Russia

stance it could be expected to see a campaign against the Western

countries using this variant in the coming weeks and months.

• Train your teams to detect phishing & social

engineering methods

• Regularly test your backups & maintain them

offline

• Follow all the communications written by CTI Team

describing actionable IoCs and detection tips

• Keep systems up to date

Attention !
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Russia
Worldwide

& NATO espionage

Backdoors, ComRAT

Windows OS malwares
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Spotlight

Attention !

APT (Turla) E-CRIME (Chaos)

C.I.S ?
Occidental countries

Indiscriminate

targeting

#Turla (aka #Venomous Bear or # Snake) is a notorious APT Group supposedly linked to

the Russian’s intelligence FSB. It targets government, diplomatic and military

organizations including ministries of foreign affairs and embassies worldwide via a

serious set of offensive tools dating back to 2004.

The group has shown heightened activity in 2008 when it launched a massive

breach in the computer system of the US Central Command. In 2017 it conducted

several cyber-attack campaigns targeting foreign state entities including websites

infected with malicious code and attacked the Germany government computer

network. Turla was also linked to cyber espionage operations against European

government organisations in 2020 by deploying the backdoor #ComRAT, which uses

the Gmail web interface to exfiltrate sensitive data.

In April 2022 the APT has been running a reconnaissance and espionage campaign

aimed at the Baltic defence college, NATO’s eLearning platform and the Austrian

economic chamber which plays a significant role in government decision-making

regarding sanctions on Russia following the war in Ukraine. This campaign was

conducted via- two #typosquatting domains used to host a malicious Word document

containing a PNG which is believed to be the one performing reconnaissance.

#Chaos is an #eCrime group that created a ransomware with the same name. It was

discovered by TrendMicro in June 2021. Its first version that posed as #Ryuk gained

popularity quickly, but there was no evidence to confirm any links between the two groups.

Including #Wiper features in the early versions, #Chaos has evolved into a more classic

ransomware in V4. The fact that it is a customizable #RaaS contributes to spread this

malware and therefore the risk of attack. The geographical origin of #Chaos is unclear.

Since last year, this malware affected Japan and especially the video game industry by

offering fake accounts on an infected file. Once executed, the file encrypts other files and

demands a ransom. The US industries like emergency Services, medical, finance, building and

agriculture were also affected.

In April 2022, the 4th version was popularized by a doxware variant developed by the

#Onyx group. #Onyx even create a leak site and use it to give victims more information on

how to recover their data. On this site, a person claiming to be the creator of Chaos is

offering a more powerful version of its ransomware which shows the links between these

two groups. In May 2022, a #Chaos variant dubbed as #Yashma emerged, it adds new

features such as process termination associated with antivirus. Unlike older versions of

#Chaos, #Yashma allows you to encrypt files larger than 2mb but also to restore them to

their original state which was impossible with other versions
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Vulnerabilities

Attention !

VULNERABILITIESCVE-2022-22972, CVE-2022-22973 & CVE-

2022-1388: 

VMware Authentication Bypass and 

Privilege Escalation & BIG-IP iControl 

REST vulnerability

Vmware, BIG-IP, LPE, RCE, authentication bypass

Do not copy, quote, or distribute 

without permission

On 18th May, VMware has released a patch addressing flaws on several of their products.

CVE-2022-22972 could be extremely impacting. Allowing malicious actors to bypass

authentication and gain administrative access, this vulnerability has earned CVSS scores of

9.8. VMware did not extend on the technical aspect of the flaw but according to a POC by

horizon3 the exploit is based on a VMware authentication endpoint. Changing the Host

header of an HTTP POST request to a Host controlled by an attacker causes the VMware

application to reach out to the Host with credential information. If the Host returns 200,

the user is successfully authenticated.

Additionally, CVE-2022-22973 is a local privilege escalation vulnerability enabling threat

actor with local access to become “root” user on virtual appliances. No further details have

been provided by the editor.

The vulnerability, tracked as CVE-2022-1388, allows a Remote Code Execution (RCE) that

provides network access to BIG-IP network modules via the management port and lead to

the execution of arbitrary system commands or modification of services/files. An

unauthenticated attacker can gain network access and full control of the affected device. A

patch has already been created to fix this vulnerability.

TLP:WHITE

Course of action

For VMware vulnerabilities :

➢ Affected softwares are :

➢ VMware Workspace ONE Access (Access),

➢ VMware Identity Manager (vIDM),

➢ VMware vRealize Automation (vRA),

➢ VMware Cloud Foundation,

➢ vRealize Suite Lifecycle Manager.

➢Apply the patch provided by the VMware to fully address these issues

If not possible:

➢Follow the workaround instruction for CVE-2022-22972 

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/88433

For BIG-IP :

➢Update BIG-IP software to a fixed version (All modules impacted)

If not possible:

➢ Block iControl REST access through the self IP address

➢ Block iControl REST access through the management interface

➢ Modify the BIG-IP httpd configuration

https://support.f5.com/csp/article/K23605346#proc1

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/88433
https://support.f5.com/csp/article/K23605346#proc1
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Evolution of top-tier ransom-dox-wares

Attention !

Q1 2022
(-33%)

Q4 2021
(+59%)

10-21

11-21

12-21

#LockBit is the most active ransomware with almost 100 victims in October followed 

by #Conti and #Pysa. #Prometheus rebrands as #Spook at the end of September. 

#Revil went dark after its revival in September, being the target of law enforcement 

forces.

01-22

#LockBit and #Conti are leading the board in November with around 90 

victims each. #Pysa stays behind with 59 victims. 

No more activities in November from #Spook, #Payload.bin, #Groove, 

#AtomSilo, #BlackMatter or #Revil, the last 2 being targeted by law 

enforcement forces.

Q1 2022

(-33%)

LOCKBIT | PYSA | CONTI | SPOOK

LOCKBIT | PYSA | CONTI | SPOOK

General decrease of total number of victims. #Lockbit, #Conti and #Pysa still lead 

the board.

LOCKBIT | CONTI | PYSA

#Karakurt starts its activity with 33 victims.

KARAKURT

Significant decrease of activity. #Lockbit leads the board with 5 victims.

CONTI | LOCKBIT | KARAKURT
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+52%

Q4 2021
(+59%)

Q2 2022
(-)

+33% +11% -30% -42% +17%

02-22

#Conti activity continues despite leaks. #Lockbit leads the board by far. 

#AlphaV and #Karakurt are the most active behind the leaders.

CONTI | LOCKBIT | KARAKURT | ALPHAV

-5%
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03-22

#Ukranian conflict does not change the landscape as #Conti and #Lockbit leads 

the board by far.

CONTI | LOCKBIT 

04-22

Q2 2022

(-)

#Lockbit continues its studious activity with about 100 victims.

2 new ransomwares emerge this month, #ONYX with 6 victims and #Black 

Basta with 11. #Black Basta could be a rebrand of a part of #Conti activity.

#BlackCat increases its activity since its launch in December 2021 to reach 

32 victims this month and the third place of the podium. 

CONTI | LOCKBIT | ONYX | BLACK BASTA | BLACKCAT
-24%

05-22

#Lockbit still leads the board with 72 victims. #Conti activity is decreasing 

and is replace step by step by #BlackBasta, #Hive and #BlackCat.

A new challenger, #Mindware, enters the game with 13 victims.

CONTI | LOCKBIT | BLACK BASTA | BLACKCAT | MINDWARE | HIVE
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CTI to Purple Team

Attention !

CTI

Anticipation
&

Intelligence

Russian speaking actors' evolution

CVE-2022-22972, CVE-2022-22973: 

VMware

CVE-2022-1388:

F5 BIG-IP 

Turla & Chaos Evolution of top-tier ransom-dox-wares

Intelligence:
▪ Continuous IoCs integration in our TIP (Anomali) for post-mortem analyses 

on all activities related to this conflict extended to all threat actors and 
malwares.

Communication:
▪ Flash News related to the evolution of this threat actors is pending

Intelligence:
▪ Integration of IoCs concerning #Turla
▪ Integration of IoCs concerning #Chaos
Communication:
▪ Highlight activity from #Turla and #Chaos trough the 03/06 Newsletter

Intelligence:
▪ CVE taken in count in our TIP

Communication
▪ Highlight about vulnerabilities trough the 03/06 Newsletter

Intelligence:
▪ Active monitoring of new doxwares variants especially #Conti, #Lockbit, 

#BlackBasta, #BlackCat, #Hive and #Mindware

N.B: The postmortems analyses are conducted automatically on a daily basis
via our XSOAR as far as the IOCs integrated by the CTI in Anomali is concerned
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